
A scientifically-based method to easily repair DNA damaged by COVID or Vaccines
https://indeep.jp/how-to-repair-damaged-dna/

DNA repair methods that Dr. Don talks about are { Meditation  Sound or music  The right
feeling of happiness}
 Meditation. The scientific basis for this is in the following papers
(Paper 1) Mindfulness
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31733290/
(Paper 2) Meditation and Yoga:
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31733290/
(Paper 3) Silent Molecules: The effects of meditation on gene expression and epigenetics
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7431950/

 Sound and Music  
There are many treatment sites in the internet, and you can use it immediately!! ! ,
I experienced the "world of fundamental tones other than 432Hz will lead the devil to
victory" that Steiner warned about.In Deep March 28, 2015
http://oka-jp.seesaa.net/article/416393394.html

Amid reports of an incredible increase in cancer, a medical paper was found that
"528Hz sound waves increased cell death" by investigating whether a specific
frequency is really involved in cell repair.
https://indeep.jp/528-hz-sound-waves-reduced-cell-death/
432Hz-alpha waves heal the whole body and mind, emotional, physical, mental and
spiritual healing.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3papaX85MA
19,279,496 views

"Having the Sense of Happiness"
Hedonic → Short-term, direct happiness (pleasure from pleasure and entertainment, etc.)
Eudaimonic → Happiness gained by living a virtuous life and doing worthwhile deeds

https://indeep.jp/how-to-repair-damaged-dna/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31733290/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31733290/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7431950/
http://oka-jp.seesaa.net/article/416393394.html
https://indeep.jp/528-hz-sound-waves-reduced-cell-death/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3papaX85MA


APPENDIX1:A Strong Heavy Virtuous Thoughts could be Realizable ??!!
⑴Author became convinced of the Power of Natural Healing, because of the
self-treatment expert a pro wrestler who frequently suffered injuries. Antonio Inoki
damaged serious cervical spine injuries in a match with S. Hansen, and quickly retreated to
the Brazil Amazon rainforest to recover and return. However, they have fundamental
physical strength far beyond that of ordinary people, so I don't know the details.
In Deep is an amazing site who reads through many singular medical papers from various
countries and publishes many summaries of them.
https://indeep.jp/
⑵Author now can not specify the source, a doctor recommended to a child with cancer to
imagine UFOs shooting down the cancer cells in his body, and the child later recovered.
Can pure and strong belief produce miracles? ? ! ! .

⑷There are many miracles of living organisms adapting to the great variety of environments
in the natural world. DNA is originally stubbornly conservative, and its basic function is to
preserve and continue its form. On the other hand, when we look at the great variety of
evolutionary adaptations, we are astonished at its enough flexibility.
How do we resolve this contradiction between the two? ? ,
https://www.businessinsider.com/these-7-animals-have-crazy-adaptations-to-help-them-to-s
urvive-in-their-habitats-2016-7#the-platypus-uses-electroreceptors-in-its-bill-to-detect-prey-
10

After reading this time report, author once again noticed that direct physical chemical impact
of the environment (and consequent conscious to act by those) to the human body and the
results of psychological actions of person (life in general) are an undeniable and enormous
electro-chemical,, chemical physical phenomena process via the brain and nerves!!

*Living organisms evolved due to gravity - A new law of evolution verified by experiments
(Bluebacks) Paperback -
Katsunari Nishihara
https://www.google.com/search?q=Katsunari+Nishihara&oq=Katsunari+Nishihara&gs_lcrp=
EgZjaHJvbWUyBggAEEUYOTIICAEQABgFGB4yCggCEAAYgAQYogQyCggDEAAYgAQYo
gTSAQg2NDg4ajBqNKgCALACAQ&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8

:::::Imminent Strong Heavy Thoughts? ? ? ! ! ,
Looking at the results of evolution, we can see that it is tremendous amazing enough
adaptation to the environment, just as the living organisms strongly and heavily hoped for! ...
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⑸Eudaimonia and White Magic.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eudaimonia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudolf_Steiner
→ The feeling of happiness obtained by living a virtuous life and performing worthwhile
actions
*If the world people accomplish global unite with one mind,
anything virtuous would become realizable.

The kernel of Christian teach may be realizing eudaimonia by devotion. So is Islamic jihad
devotion.But the upside down world has been pursuing not those.In the total world,
if selfish are more,while eudaimonia by devotion are less,the latter become red.
if selfish are less,while eudaimonia by devotion are more,the latter become not red.
That is ,global stronger unite would realize us eudaimonia.
Japanese People Hold Massive Protest Against WHO, Deadly Covid Vaccines
https://www.infowars.com/posts/japanese-people-hold-massive-protest-against-who-deadly
-covid-vaccines/

⑹Black Magic.
Nazis were anti-Semitic&Christian, pro-Tibetan Buddhism, and obsessed black magic.
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha801.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha803.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha806.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha815.html

⑺Why do strong desires come true?
Now author can not tell the whole cause,but a fact.on miracle QVF.
In the quantum vacuum field(QVF),they had already realized coming molecular
before the chemical reaction end by zero time instantaneous electron cloud transition..
*An electron is zero size elementary particle,but not compound ones(nuclei).

This is called also Frank-Condon Principle? in Chemical Physics.
http://www.777true.net/Real-Image-of-quantum-Chemical-Reaction.pdf
before after

instant electron cloud slow motion of nuclei.

This phenomena is famous as Kirlian photography the coming future image one.
https://www.wtamu.edu/~cbaird/sq/2016/02/10/do-kirlian-photographs-show-the-soul-of-an-organism/

https://chem.libretexts.org/Courses/Pacific_Union_College/Quantum_Chemistry/13%3A_Molecular_Spectr

oscopy/13.07%3A_The_Franck-Condon_Principle
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APPENDIX2:What is a Conscious ?!!.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

APPENDIX-2:What is CONSCIOUS<How to be good at making solution with light>.
It is an insect antennae for Scanning,or Searching with Light by TASK(something lust).

http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

